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ABSTRACT

A systematic Hamiltonian analysis of non-abelian gauge theories in non-covariant

gauges is presented in detail. The formalism can be applied immediately to many

important gauges such as the regulated Coulomb and static tentporal gauges and

the axial gauges wiLh Leibbrandt-Mandelstam prescription. While the former was

used in the finite temperature calculations, the latter was proposed to regularize

the (n ' Ë) singularity in the gluon self-energy. A review of various methods of

quantizing the Yang-Mills theories are carried out in different gauges: canonical

quantization in Feynman gauge and BRS quantization in covariant gauge. Paih

integral quantization is presented only as a convenient way to introduce the

gauge fixed Lagrangian of the theories. The idea of BRS quantization in covariant

gauge is then generalized to a general class of non-covariant gauges which turns

out to be separable into three distinct classes. BRS Hamiltonian analysis is

carried out for each class, leading to the appropriate definition of a physical

subspace. Singular Sauges such as the Coulomb and timelike axial gauge are

considered as either belonging to class I and class II gauges or appropriate limits
of the gauge parameters of class III gauges.
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1 fntroduction

The idea of gauge symmetry plays an essential role in quantum field theory.

One of the earliest references to gauge invariance dates back over 50 years to
the pioneering classic investigations of Weyl [1], who exploited this principle

in the quantization of the Ma><well-Dirac ûeld. However, Yang and Mills [2]

were the first to generalize the notion of local gauge invariance to non-abelian

groups and then the notion that symmetries generate interactions \ryas fully ex-

pressed. Their motivation stemmed from the desire to obtain a theory in which

strong interactions are invariant under local isospin rotations, introduced by
Heisenberg. Nevertheless, the concept of local invariance was used for the first
time as a fundamental physical principle in Einstein's general theory of rela-
tivity [3]. While special relativity postulates that all inertial reference frames

are equivalent, general relativity goes further and extends this postulate to
arbitrary coordinate transformations. Similarly, starting with some global in-
ternal syrnrnetries (the freedom in rotations in the internøI space of quantum

fields) physicists came to the concept of local gauge invariance, by allowing
arbitrary rotations at different points. Like Einstein's theory, yang-Mills the-
ory also admits a geometrical interpretation [a]: the connection on a principal

Fibre Bundle with internal symmetry group, or gauge group, over space-time

is identified as the four vector gauge potential 1.

Yet the correct application of the ideas of Yang and Mills was neither imme-
diate nor straightforward. It is only in the past two decades that the principle

cetime,thenthetopologicalpropertiesofthegauge
theory such as instanton number would play a signiûcanirole-in non-perturbaüion u.p..ì,
of the theory.
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of local gauge invariance has blossomed into a unifying theme [s] ttrat seems ca-

pable of embracing and even synthesizing all the elementary interactions. One

reason for this delay is that in gauge theories all the interactions are mediated

by massless vector bosons, whereas only a single massless vector boson, the

photon, is apparent in nature. Secondly the algorithm for constructing gauge

theories that we have developed applies only to exact symmetries, whereas na-

tu¡e exhibits numerous symmetries that are only approximate and lastly there

are many situations in physics in which the exact symmetry of an interaction

is concealed by circumstances. A crucial ingredient in modern garige theories

is the phenomenon of hidden gauge-invariance [6], which was understood in the

early 1960s. It was realised that if a local gauge symmetry is spontaneously

broken [7], a miraculor:s interplay between the would-be Goldstone boson and

the normally massless gauge bosons endows the gauge bosons with mass and

removes the Goldstone boson from the physical spectrum. Its application by
Weinberg and Salam [S] led to a renormalisable theory of weak interactions,

and to the understanding of how the electromagnetic and weak forces could

after all be unified, despite the fact that the quanta of the former are massless,

but of the latter are massive.

There is ample spectroscopic evidence that hadrons (baryons and mesons)

are composites, made of quarks and antiquarks 2. The interactions among them

are thought to be governed by Quantum Chromodynamics (ecD) [9]. Baryons

consist of three quarks; and mesons consist of a quark-antiquark pair. The

etheûrsttointerprettheSU(3)mult,ipletsoft,he
nad¡ons as being many-parüicle staües formed of one-farticle states'(t¡e eigÌrtfold way
[11]).



baryon resonances a++ is an (uuu) state with spin :312 and isospin:812,
in which all the quark pairs are in relatives-\¡/aves. Thus it is apparently a

symmetric state of three identical fermions. However, according to the Pauli

principle a system of fermions has to be totally antisymmetric in the parti-

cle variables. This contradiction can be solved by assuming a further internal

property of quarks, besides flauour degrees of freedom (isospin, strangeness,

charm,...), quarks carry a further degree(hidden) of freedom, called colour,

which permits the A++ wave function to be antisyrnrnetrized. There are three

possible colour basis states (red, gteen, blue). Each quark flavor must exist in

no fewer than three distinguishable types called colours. QCD is obtained. by
gauging the global colour symmetry. As a theoretical construction QCD is very

attractive and economical, and it is also close in its foundations to euantum
Electrodynamics (QED).

A Lagrangian which is invariant under local gauge transfo¡mations is nec-

essarily singular in the sense of Dirac and the existence of an infinite invariance

group will lead to first class constraints. Thus, the quantization of Yang-Mills

theory becomes non-t¡ivial deal to the existence of unphysical modes and an

indefinite metric. The quantization of Yang-Mills theory is usually carried out
by a process called go,uge fi,ring which in essence is a prescription fo¡ mak-

ing the Lagrangian non-singular. Three kind of gauges have traditionally been

used: the coulomb gauge, axial gauges (homogeneous or inhomogeneous), and

relativistic gauges. Despite the fact that relativistic or cova¡iant gauges have

an obvious advantage of maintaining the manifest Lorentz invariance of the
original Lagrangian, non-covariant gauges have been examined. and utilized ex-
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tensively in the past few years [12]. There are several reasons for the popularity

of non-covariant gauges: in many non-covariant gauges the propagator contains

only physical particles, and/or the ghosts are usually decoupled f¡om the other

modes, simplifying many perturbative calculations. In addition, when one con-

siders temperature effects, the velocity of the heat bath picks out a preferred

frame, which suggests consideration of noncova¡iant gauges incorporating the

velocity of the heat bath a.s a fixed four vector.

Although formal path integral quantization appears to place all three gauges

on the same footing, a more ca¡eful analysis reveals important differences. In
the path-integral formulation of axial gauges, for example, one needs a pre-

scription to regulate unphysical poles in the propagator. The Principal-value

prescription \ryas first used to regulate these poles, but later calculations [fS]
showed inconsistencies with this regularization. Recently, a lot of attention [14]
was devoted to this question. However, these unphysical poles are absent in
relativistic gauges' but instead one needs to include Faddeev-Popov ghosts in
Feynman diagrams. In the Hamiltonian formalism the d.ifferences between the
types of gauges manifest themselves in the const¡aint structure, and the number

of independent degrees of freedom one must quantize. It turns out that there
are three distrinct classes of gauges in general:

o In class I gauges, the vector boson propagator contains 2 independent

physical degrees of freedom.

In class II gauges, the vector boson propagator contains 2 more un-
physical degrees of freedom besides the physical ones.



o In class III gauges, the vector boson propagator contains 4 more un-

physical degrees of freedom including the ghosts besides the physical

ones.

The purpose of this thesis is to provide a systematic analysis of the essential

features of these three classes of gauges. The paper is organized as follows:

In chapter 2, a brief introduction to the construction of Yang-Mills theories

is presented. Both the Lagrangian and Hamiltonian analysis are used to ex-

plore their dynamical st¡uctures. In chapter 3, various conventional methods of
quantizing gauge fields will be presented with some standard examples: canon-

ical quantization in Feynman gauge and BRS quantization in covariant gauge.

Path integral quantization is also included as a convenient way of introducing
the appropriate definition of the gauge fixed Lagrangian. Dirac constraint anal-

ysis and the BRS analysis would be present in a general setting. In Chapter

3, a Lagrangian which incorporates a general class of non-covariant gauges in
non-abelian gauge theories will be studied. A general Lagrangian which incor-
porates a large number of Class III gauges, and also contains Class I and Class

II cases for special (singular) values of the gauge parameters will be presented.

In order to illustrate the utility of this general formalism, we also list examples

of particular gauges that it describes. A BRS analysis for the interacting yang-

Mills theory in all three classes of gauges will be carried out. It turns out that
in the case of Class III gauges one must make a distinction according to whether

the associated evolution operator is hyperbolic or elliptic. If it is hyperbolic,

then the usual equal-time quantization can be carried.. On the other hand, if
the operator is elliptic (in the linear theory), there are only physical poles in

5



the propagator and the gauge can be called a physical gauge. Finally, in Section

4, we draw some conclusions and describe some implications of these results. A
brief introduction to the subject of Lie algebra and Grassmann algebra will be

presented in Appendix A and B.



2 Classical Yang-Mills Theories

In this chapter we give a general introduction to non-abelian gauge theories [T]

including their construction and the proble"rs and solutions associated with the

gallge symmetries. The usual Lagrangian analysis is insufficient to due with sys-

tems with gauge symmetries. The application of the constrained Hamiltonian

analysis in field theories is discussed on a general footing.

2.L Basic rdeas of The construcion of The Gauge The-
ories

The theory of classical electrodynamics [fS] is both the simplest gauge theory
3 and the most familiar one. Its foundations were laid down a century ago by

Maxwell in his equations unifying the electric and magnetic interactions. The

invariance of the electromagnetic field strength

Ftr:ÔuAu-0rA,

under the gauge transformation of the potentials:

Au' Au+ ie?ra

is related to the later discovery in quantum mechanics that the phase of the
electron wave function has no physical significance and can be chosen arbitrarily
at all space-time points,

,þ(") - ,-i""(")ç(r). (2.g)

ftheûrstkinitdefindtheconservedquantities(the
charges) whe¡eas ùhose of the second kind deûne the gauge fields which couple üo the
particle fields.

7
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The combined transformations Eq.(2.2) and Eq.(2.3) are now called the gauge

transfo¡mations of QED.

The conventional way of introducing the electromagnetic interaction in Hamil-
tonian mechanics, is via the minimal prescription, pu - pt, - eAtr.In quan-

tum mechanics, since pu is replaced by 'i}¡r, and thus the prescription becomes

0p - Dr, where Dp = 0u+ ieAu is called the couariønt deriuatiue anð, defines

parallel transport in the fibre bundle. The electromagnetic field strength Fu,
can be interpreted as the curvature tensor given by

In quantum field theory, the Lagrangian [ro] for a free electron of mass rn is
given by

which becomes

Ft,:llou,r,l.

after the replacement. To obtain the complete Lagrangian, we must of course

add to Eq.(2.6) a part which yields the Mæ<well equations for the potentials

'4'u' This is simply the standard classical Lagrangian for the electromagnetic
field,

L*: ú(i.t .a _ *)rþ

n-r¡tnL' Lm -t Lint

_ ú(h.a-*)rþ-eút.Atþ

The extension of gauge symmetries to more than one degree of freedom is not
all that obvious' one has to int¡oduce several ne\¡/ parameters and generators in

8
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(2.5)
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theory. This leads to non-Abelian gauge groups, since the different generators

in general do not commute.

Consider a free particle Lagrangian fo¡ N spinor fields ry'¡,

!,n: i,:tør, . orþ¿ - ðú;.tzþ;) - rn;,þ;ú¿
i=L 4

which is invariant under global unitary phase t¡ansformations

,þr(") -4l' Ula;þþ¿(r)

where

is the scalar representation of the group element ød of some compact Lie group

G and a; is a space.time independent real constants associated with each g;

which denotes the coupling constant for the field r/¡. However, if the masses of
the matter fields are nearly degenerate, then one can incorporate the fields into
a larger state

Ufa;l: e-is;o;

with all the masses the same, and assume that the mass differences are caused

by a weak perturbation. In othe¡ words, the phase symmetries of the {'rs arc
just the residue of a larger symmetry which is broken by a weak perturbation.

Thus Eq.(2.8) can then be written as

(2.8)

.: (;i)

(2.e)

(2.10)

L,o: ú(;r.o-m)v

(z.LL)

9
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where tfi,: trt1r..,rtrtr¡s.It can be verified that !,^ is invariant under the unitary
transformation

with

ufgl: ¿-;0" e.r4)
an appropriate representation of the group element g € G and a : doTo,where

ao ate some ¡eal constant and the hermitian operators ?o are the generators

of the Lie algebra $ in this representation. The coupling constants gls are

then ¡educed to a single coupling constant g which governs the strength of the

inte¡actions among the r/js.

We now extend the global invariance property of !* to its local general-

ization, i.e. ü transforrns as Eq.(Z.tS) but the do are space-time d.ependent

variables. Gauge fields, Á[, must be introduced in the theory such that

v(") -------* ufslv(r)

where D u : 0, - igA, is the non-abelian generalization of the covariant d.eriva-

tive and Ap: AuT". Thus, if ôu is repraced by D¡rrthe Lagrangian l- wourd

then be invariant under the local gauge transformation as desired.

Now, it is a matter of simple algebra to obtain the transfo¡mation of Au

such that Eq.(2.15) would be satisfied. The resulting transformations are

DuV(r) 

-+ 
Uls(a)lDrv(æ)

(z.rs)

At, - uA,U-L + luauu-t.
g

Infinitesimally, the transformations 6oAu: Dua forrr- a group,

(6"6p - 686.) Ap: 6rAu

10
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where 1 : gdx p, which defines an equivalence relation among the gauge fields.

The gauge fields are then separated into different classes. Fields belonging to

the same class describe one and the same physical situation and are therefore

physically indistinguishable. In classical electrodynamics, the transformation

At, - Au * ig? ua establishs an equivalent relation among the gauge fields in

the sense that, the physical field strength tensor, F¡r, is invariant under this

transformation. Therefore it is natural to generalize the idea of field. strength

tensor to nonabelian theories. If the G-valued covariant derivative has been

substituted into Eq.(2.a), the resulting field strength tensor becomes

In this case F,r, is not invariant under the gauge transformation,

t¡ansforms as the adjoint representation of G :

F-pv

:

Note that F* is gauge dependent (i.e. non-physical), but

are very desirable when one constructs the pure gauge field

2.2 Lagrangian Analysis

itur-is+r,o,-igl"l
ÙuA, - O,Ap - igfA, A"l.

As a natural generalization of the Lagrangian for classical electrodynamics, we

introduce the Yang-Mills Lagrangian

Fu, -----) U F,rru-l

(2.18)

rather F,,,

(2.1e)

its transformations

Lagrangian.

1

Lv¡,t : -'^tr(tru"trt'")

11
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with the normalizalion tr(T"Tu) : 6"b. It, is relativistically and gauge invari_

ant (using Eq.(z.ro) and the cyclic property of trace) and is also the simplest

Lagrangian in the sense that !,v¡rt contains derivatives of the field. variables ,4i
no higher than the second. Terms of higher orde¡ in the fields are not allowed

if the theory is to be ¡enormalizable. Furthermore, the fo¡m of !v¡,t is inde-

pendent of the representation of V one chooses. As a matter of fact, the form
or !y¡,,t stated in Eq.(2.20) is very compact. when expressed in terms of the
gauge fields, lvv not only contains a usual bilinear term but also trilinear and

quadrilinear terms which lead to three-gluon and four-gluon vertices in Feyn-

nam diagrams respectively. Thus, .Cr¡¿ essentially splits into two parts: i) the
free propagating part which describe the free propagation of the quanta of the
gauge flelds, ii) the interacting part which describe the self interactions of the
gauge fields. In other words, quanta of the Y-M fields themselves carry charges

and transfer charges during interactions. The¡efore, unlike QED, we can ignore

the fermionic matter field that motivated the const¡uction of the gauge fields

and still have an highly nontrivial theory.

By requiring the action to be stationary with respect to small variations of
the gauge fields Af,, we obtain the Euler-Lagrangian equations

whose non-linear character makes their resolution non-trivial. Notice that Ltrs

are not independent but rather fulfill generalized Bianchi identities D,DuFu, :
0. In the limit that g, the coupling constant, goes to zero, Eq.(2.21) can be

L"r: DþFrro : O

t2

(2.21)



rewritten a*s

where D:ïrðP and

is the transverse component of Au and satisfies the massless Klein-Go¡don equa-

tion [36]. Thus, any A, whose transverse projection satisfies the massless Klein-

Gordon equation is a solution to Eq.(2.22). Alláu related by the gauge transfor-

mations are equivalent, since the transformations keep their transverse compo-

nent unchanged. Hence, given a set of Cauchy initial condition, the equations of

motion are insufficient to uniquely determine the fields .4r. Fourier transforming

Eq.(2.22) to momentum space, we have lçzptrAtr:0 where pp,: gu,-W
is an projection operator whose inverse dose not exist, so that the standard

approach of finding the propagators of the fields ,ai is inapplicable. The un-

derlying physical reason is that r¡/e are trying to describe a massless vector field

with two helicity states (transversely polarized) in terms of a four component

field l,u.

We have seen even in classical free field theory, one encounters various diffi-

culties arising from the arbitrariness of the gauge fields, the gauge freed.om, the
p¡esence of redundant variables amongst the gauge potentials and constraints

on the canonical variables in the classical Lagrangian. The methods of treating

this ¡edundancy lead to conflicts with the usual particle interpretation of the

quantized field modes. These difficulties are well known in the theory of elec-

tromagnetism. In general, any attempts to quantize geometrical fields by the

L3

.Aj :

Aj:-A,- a"a .A
tr

(2.22)

(2.23)



standard techniques lead to difficulties and contradictions. The way of solving

the problem is to break the gauge symmetry by imposing gauge conditions on

the field variables such that only one representative will be picked out in each

equivalent class of gauge fields, which on the other hand do not affect gauge

invariant physical observables.

Nevertheless, the explicit form of this gauge condition is largely dictated by

computational convenience, and the choice of a suitable gauge for non-abelian

theory is a particularly difficult task owing to its self-interaction. Furthermore,

the imposition of the gauge condition in path integeral formalism

naturally leads to the introduction of the so called Faddeev-Popov ghosts

which will be considered in 3.1.

2.3 Hamiltonian analysis

To investigate the Hamiltonian structure of Yang-Mills theories, one attempts

to define the canonical conjugate momenta associated with Lvu as

nr: ð! :Fpo.
OA,

Their commutation relations [SZ] with á¡, are given by

[n r(*,t), A,(y,t)] : -i03 (* - V).

Therefore, the momentum conjugate to As is identically zero at all space-time

which contradicts the above commutation relations. Such a Lagrangian is called

singular [17] In the following, \¡¡e will present a general framework to eliminate

such degrees of freedom in a generic singular Lagrangian.

T4

(2.24)
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In general, singular Lagrangian density L(þ",|ue") is defined as one for

which the generalized velocities ôo cannot be expressed uniquely in terms of
the canonical momenta

l": ð!
0Qo

such that the canonical Hamiltonian

H": llr"n" - Lld,sx,

which in principle does not depend on óo, is not well defined. In other words,

the Lagrangian is singular if the matrix

/an. \
l---l
r adta /

is not invertible, which is equivalent to the condition that

ð,* ?'L, : o.
ôQ"ÐQ6

Thus, the system consists of some momenta that do not depend on the time
derivatives of iÞo and is subjected to constraints. By choosing a suitable basis

for the fields, the primary constraints are then defined as

which follow from the form of the Lagrangian alone. Notice that the primary
constraints hold for all times and the symbol ¡v is an equivalence relation such

that if A x B then á - B up to some linear combinations of all the constraints
processed by the system. Therefore, Lagrange mutiplier terms, )lz : \;ö;
are added to the original Hamiltonian in order to incorporate the equivalences

15
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OQ;

(z.zø)
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among the canonical variables and the combined result is referred as the effective

Hamiltonian, )1"¡¡, which can be split into two parts: i) x,, which is the same

as the original Hamiltonian, )1", with te¡ms that contain primary constraints

explicitly eliminated, ii) the Lagrange multiplier terms, fr¿.

Another way of implimenting the constraints is to specify them in the initial
data, e.g. the Cauchy initial data. For instance, in addition to requiring that
the primary constraints /¡, s be satisfied at time úe, all orders of time derivatives

of the primary constraints should weakly equal to zero at that time. i.e.

Thus, if [d,, ó!r)lr=r" es 0 v i up to and including fr : ni -rand. [i)/,, ólr)]r=r" *
0 up to and including /c : mi - r, the above process would then terminate at
le : l¡: min(n¡, rn¡) but with different circumstances:

o k : nr' for n¡ I.rn¡

o le : rn¡ fot n¡ ) m¡.

ó:o) : ó¡(x,ús) ^r 
o

ótt) : liH"¡ ¡, ó¡lt=¡o x o

ót') : lií"¡ ¡,[iH"¡ ¡, ó¡]l*r" x o

For the first case, n¡ 1 m¡, ót"),...,þj"i-r', would be constraint equations and

dj'"t) *oold be functions of Àls. on the other hand, for n¡ ) rn¡t ó!,),...,6,\^,)
would be constraint equations and ó[*i+t) would at least be identically weakly

t.6

(2.28)

(2.2e)

(2.80)



equal to zero. Actually, for many theories, the sequence usually ends at the

first few orders. The collection of dr("t) *itt g linearly independent terms would

then be used to eliminate the number of the Lagrange mutiplier fields À!s from
ptor'=p-q,

The set of all the constraints, {t¡ for j : Ir..., s where s : Dl=r l¡ -f q,, can

be used to separate all functions .F'(iÞ¡,II;) into two distinct categories: first
class and second class. .F would be called first class if

lE,rþ¡læ0Vj

and F would be called second class if

[F,'þ¡] * o

for at least one j. Therefore, all of the constraints, 1þi, can be divided into
sets either consisting of all linearly independent first class constraints, lo, a:
Ir...rr or consisting of all second class constraints, X; i: Lr...rs _ r.

The reason one does this is that there is a way to incorporate all the sec-

ond class constraints implicitly into the system without actually solving the
constraints befo¡ehand. To this end, one introduces the Dirac bracket

[á(*, t), B (y,ú)], : [r{(*, t), B (y,t)]

- | lor*, t), x¡ (z t, t))c - | ; ¡ (z t, z z)[x ¡ (r r, t), B (y, t)) dsz 1 dsz, (z.st)

where C-1 is the inverse of matrix e¡(x,y) : [X;(x,t),X¡(y,ú)] such that

I ",,(*,2)C-L 
¡x(z,y) d}z: 6¡¡6(x - y) : l r-rr,(x,z)C¡*(z,y) d,Bz. (2,s4)

L7

(2.31)

(z.tz)



One can immediately observe that Dirac Brackets with all the second class con-

straints vanish automatically. Hence, the bracket relations would then be con-

sistent with all the second class constraints if all the commutators are replaced.

by their corresponding Dirac Brackets. Consequently, one postulates that the

replacement of the commutators with the Dirac Bracket followed by setting all

the second class constraints strongly to zero is a legitimate way to eliminate

unphysical degrees of freedom associated with second class constraints. Note

that the Ó!r) ur" defined at ú : ús as the equivalent cond.itions to the primary

constraints. However, the replacement mentioned above is extend.ed to all time
whe¡e x¡(x,t) is formally the same as X;(x,ts) with ús replaced by ú. similarlg
the first class constraints are also extended to all time and thus can be directly

incorporated into the effective Hamiltonian

where )/o will be the same as the canonical Hamiltonian except terms have

explicit dependences on any constraints being eliminated. The extension, al-

though in some sense reduntant, gives a convenient and efiective way to impose

the constraints into the system. The lls plays the roles as the generators of
the infinitesimal gauge transformations which are inherited from the form of
the Lagrangian of the theory.

To fix the first class constraints, Io, we can impose some additional con-

straints 1o for a: L,...,r such that the set of all constraints, rr"s and {s, cease

to be first class and hence the procedure of forming the Di¡ac Brackets and
eliminating second class constraints stated above can be used.

In order to illustrate the usage of the constrained Hamiltonian analysis, we

18
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apply the above formalism to eliminate the unphysical degrees of freedom of

the gauge fields in temporal gauge. As mentioned before, associated. with the

usual Yang-Mills Lagrangian, the canonical momenta, zrpo, conjugate to Ai arc
found to be puoa. Thus

are the only primary constraints in the theory without gauge conditions. The

effective Hamiltonian will be different from the canonical Hamiltonian (which

is the same ." ¡/')

by a factor:

ó=ro:f-oo:0

Note that

H": Ito,.ni-L1ds,
: ltu, - Ao. Dirildsr,

I a""x.o.

which corresponds to the energy density of the system and Bd

so called magnetic field. since / commutes with itself and

þ)l',Ól: D¡r; : 6Í)

which is not identically weakly zero, the process continue with the manipulation
of the secondary contria¡rts. It was found that the process of finding extra cons-

triants terminated because d(1) not only commute with the primary constriants
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(2.36)

il6: ltr.n + fB .B

(2.37)

(2.38)

(2.3e)

: leiihF¡x is the

(2.40)



but also weakly comrnute with I' by obtaining the following identities:

[Drn',D¡ni]: Dt rh (2.41)

which can be inferred by observing the group property of the gauge transfor-

mations of Eq.(2.f7). It is obvious that þ and /(t) are first class and hence the

effective Hamiltonian will be given by

lD;ni", D ¡rib1 : i f"b' D*nk"

where )lp = -þ . D;ri.
The introduction of the temporal gauge, Ao :0, turn the constriants z16 : g

into second class with the associated Dirac brackets (only the one d.ifferent from
the canonical) given by

X"Ít : I asrltto * a. ro + )lpl

By taking those second class constriants strongly zero, the effective Hamiltonian
becomes

One can verify that

[Á3(*, t),n|(y,¿)]' : o.

(2.+z)

I a",[xo + )tel.

(2.43)

liYp,Atl: D;þ

fixB,Aol: s.

(2.44)
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(2.45)

(2.a6a)

(2.46b)



Hence )lp genetate the gauge transformations which are consistent with the
gauge conditions Ao :0. one can identify p with ,4,s since its conjugate mo-

mentum vanishes everywhere, and hence áfi itself would not be a dynamìcal

variable or in other words ,4.6 play the role of Lagrange multipliers for the con-

straints I z D;r; = 0 consist of the canonical variables, ,4¡ and z-¡. The system

then submitted to the constraints f which locally reduce the Bn dimensional

phase space (since ás and z's do not count as dynamical variables) to a 2n

dimensional manifold, D. Let / be a physical observable which depends on á;
and zr¡, then it must be gauge independent in order to be uniquely defined,

i.e. liYp,/] = 0. Thus, the problem then reduce to solving the constraint equa-

tions and imposing the Gauss' law to the physical subspare as an operator.

,A'lternatively, since any points in x lies in the same flow generated by Xp aîe
equivalent, thus it is natural to choose a regular representative of S as the phys-

ical phase space which are described by the auxiliary conditions g(á¡, zr¡) such

that [ixB,g] * o (In this sense, the imposing of Gauss, law can be considered

a^s a special choice of gauge condition).
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3 Quantization of Yang-Mills Theories

We survey various quantization methods of Yang-Mills theories in this chapter.

An appropriate gauge fixing Lagrangian is introduced in the section. BRS

quantization of non-abelian gauge theory in covariant gauge is presented.

3.1 Path fntegral quantization

We shall now outline the general procedure for quantizing gauge fields in the
formalism of the path integral [18] over all fields. The central problem is the

choice of measure in the function space. In the framewo¡k of path-integral

quantization, characterized by functional integration over the field ,4u(ø), the
gauge degrees of freedom manifest themselves in a different manner. Due to
galrge invariance, there now exist infinitely many fields Al,þ) that are physically

equivalent to Ar(a) and are related by transformations of the form Eq.(2.L6).
This suggests that equivalence classes of fields obtained from one another by
gauge transformations should become the fundamental objects of the theory.
Integration over these gauge-equivalent fields ,4[ nroduces an infinite volume
facto¡ in group space that is proportional to / Du wherc Du stand for the
ínfinite product of invariant measures on compact group, isomorphic to the
group G at every space point x, Du: fl" Du(x), and whose presence in the
generating functional leads to ill-defined G¡een functions.

For a consistent quantization in this formalism it is clearly mandatory to
eliminate the troublesome gauge degrees of freedom. This may be achieved by
imposing on the system a gauge condition 7"(A) where î" is alocal functional

,,



of Aþ which may involve the derivatives of the gauge fields. Faddeev-Popov

procedure [tO] will be used to quantize the system. Consider the functional

in which the gauge choice we shall be particularly interested in is given by

rf TlAul is regarded a^s a function of the group element u(r),then by a change

of variable from t/(ø) to 7" and considering the integration to be restricted to
an infinitesimal region we may take

Ar-r[A] : I o"o¡rp"¡1

At'[,4] : I "fI6[7Øu)]

: I ,rdet-l (#Ð [n@aç,¡n) tvp,¡
: det-r M7

with the Jacobian matrix Jvt given by

ì,troo(r,r) : ñfu, 17" (Da(z))l l"=0.

7('+7 : c,,,aPA".

These manipulations can be performed if the change of variables from U to
I is well defined and not singular. Furthermore, any non-trivial boundary
conditions could be ignored as long a^s \¡¡e deal with the perturbative theory.

Therefore, we have the identity

(3.47)

with the interpretation that Ar[A] compensates for an infinite volume factor
arising from integration over the gauge group. However, the yang-Mills Action

(8.48)

L: I Du det M16lî(Au)l

(3.4e)

SlAul: I anr\vu(r)

OD
Z¿.)

(3.50)

(3.51)

(3.52)



and Ar-1[,4] are by construction gauge invariant, i.e. Sl,Aul : SIAII and

¿r-t[áj : ar-LlAt]. gy inserting the identity Eq.(8.s1), the naive path inte-
gral J DAre;s!'trl becomes

I o erou a?lAl6l1(Au)leislA*t

which can be rewritten as

l ru D At,aî[A]617 (A)letst'.t

by performing in the integrand a gauge transformation ftom Auu + ,4p and

using the fact that D Au is a local gauge invariant measure, i.e. D Au is the same

path integral as D AI for any (I and the defining property

where /[u] is any functional of u("), andtI,(x,) is a fixed gauge transformation.

Since nothing depends on (J in the integrand, D(J can be factored out at the

cost of a multiplicative infinitg which is the infinity we wanted to take out in
the first place and the gauge is being fixed by the functional 6 function, as \Me

had also intended. Hence the correct Feynman path integral for yang-Mills is

defined to be

I ou 1u7: I ou ¡¡uu,1

In order to use the generating functional for gauge field theory to develop a

perturbation theor¡ it is convenient to convert the functional 6[î(A)] and the
Jacobian dete¡minant d'etW7 into exponentials and incorporate them into the
action. Since gauge-invariant quantities are not sensitive to changes of auxiliary
conditions, the gauge condition î"(A) can be modified to the form î"(A) : c"
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(3.53)

(3.54)

I o,e,ra", xr6[7 (A)]e;stA.t.

(8.55)

(3.56)



without affecting the form of the operator .À4 and the ingredients in the path

integral Eq.(S.56). Here C" takes its values in the Lie algebra. Averaging the

á functional over C with a gaussian weight, we obtain the desired exponential:

I '"*' [-;, I aaatr("'t"))] 6[î(A) - c]

On the other hand, the Jacobian determinant can be rewritten as path in-

tegral over of an exponential by introducing two Grassmann va¡iables, the so

called FaddeewPopou ghost fields,4 and its conjugate fl, which do not corre-

spond to any physical partical but are simply a mathematical d.evice. As will
be seen in Ä,ppendix B

- exp 
[-+ | oo'("tol)f '

d,etlvtr: I OnOru*n [- | dazdayq"(r)],tr"u(r,ùro@)].

Therefore the path integral becomes

I oe.,ono?exp t I a"rt"¡¡

where the effective Lagrangian ^t "¡¡ is given by

L"!Í : r, (-t1r*Ft" - fitrøy + ¡nr@rù)

3.2 Canonical Quantization of Electromagnetic Fields in
Feynman gauge

As mentioned in section 2.I, a subsidiary condition is required to factor out the
physical subspace when canonical quantization of the gauge fields is carried out
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(3.57)

(3.58)

(3.5e)

(3.60)



with a gauge fixing term adding to the classical Lagrangian. By choosing the

Feynman gauge and using the effective Lagrangian obtained in last section one

has the gauge fixed electromagnetic Lagrangian:

L"tr : -lru,rr" - lp . A)r.

Maxwell's equations are no\¡/ replaced by

nAp- o

which as expected are much more restrictive than the original

tions (Eq.(2.22)). By definition

ð.C,.' '¡n: ----'.!-!- : _ôpAP :: _î(A)- 0Ao

while 7(A) is set in the framework of path integral formalism to be avariable
C(ø) which wa-s averaged over a gaussian integral. Thus for the moment Ts câ¡t

be thought as an averaging value of 7 (A) with respect to a particular weighting

without any physical significani. However Eq.(3.08) is dynamical equations in
contrast to the constraint equations ro : 0 in the case without gauge fixing.
Therefore, the system now does not contain any primary constraint. This does

not mean that no further attention to gauge fixing is needed. On the contrary,
the Lorentz condition (0rAp: 0) does not completely fix the gauge freedom.

Gauge transformations of the form of Eq.(2.2) are still allowed provided that
flc : 0. This problem will be discussed later.

Let us continue by Fourier expanding Au into its normal modes in order to
gain the photon interpretation of the quantized fields:

(3.61)

(3.62)

Maxwell equa-

Auþ): I oiÉ 
¡r,^,10¡e!À)1r1e-d 

r., + rr.".l
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with the cov¿riant phase space measure

and ar¡ : \E + tn In the above, l¿.c. stands for the hermitian conjugation

while m regulates infrared divergences and is set to zero after all calculations.

In o¡der to find the commutation relations of the creation and. annihilation oper-

ators, one expresses the comrnutators among Au and Àuby using the canonical

commutation ¡elations. Replacing zro by the dervatives of A¡t1 one finds the

following commutation relations:

dÉ: ffi: ffir*6(k, - 
m\eQeo)

If the polarization vectors efrllt¡, which have been chosen to be real, satisfy

both orthonormality conditions

lAr(r),A"(y)l: o

lAu@), À,fu)l : o

lÀr@), A"(a)l: isu,6(x - v).

and completeness relations

(3.65)

then after some algebra one can find the following non-r¡anishing commutation
relations

€(À) (k) . €(À) (k) - s^^'

*-\ €tÀ)(k)€tt)(k)

? Ð6¡art{Ð : e¡'vt

(a.ooa)

(3.66b)

(s.ooc)

[ø())(k), ø(r)t (q)] : -s^^'zr¡(2n¡so31t - q).
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(3.68)
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one expects the vacuum state l0 ), without any kind of photon, to be

defined by

for À : o,Lrzr3. An one scalar photon excìtation state is given by

11 >: I ai'¡1n1"(t)(k)lo > (8.21)

with the amplitude /(/c) corresponding to every /c. We run into trouble when

we try to obtain its norm be

which is negative, i.e. the Fock space has an indefinite metric, hence the beauti-

fully established probabilistic interpretation of quantum mechanics is ¡uined. In
order to restore the usual arguments in quantum mechanics, we try to separate

the so called physical sector out in which the usual interpretations hold. Observ-

ing that, up to now, ]ile are only dealing with a modified version of Mæ<well,s

theory. To recover it, we would like to set â . ,4, equal to zero. However, it is

impossible as an operator equation othe¡wise the commutation relations would
be violated. However, a weaker condition

ø(À)(k)10 >:0

< 111

can be imposed which at least is consistent with the canonical commutation
relations and elminates the unphysical states. The requirement that all physical

states are annihilated by the positive frequency (annihilating) part of a . A
ensures that Lorentz condition holds in the mean for any physical state,

(3.70)

u. ¡{+)þ)lvoou, ): o

(3.72)

< úpny"l0 . Alúpns" ) .
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Before we finish this section, \¡/e will present a different formulation of the

above materials which lead to the idea of BRS quantization. The c¡ucial dif-

ference between the new formalism and the old one is the introduction of an

unphysical degree of freedom known as a Lagrange multipler (auxillary) field

,9(ø) associated with the gauge condition. The effective Lagrangian is of the

form

The variable ,S(ø) will become the canonical momentum conjugate to As while

the momentum conjugate to ,S is identically zero. The Euler-Lagrange equation

for A, yields

L"Ír : -t tru,ru"+ 
^ga 

. A + Is2.

and for .9 yields

Applying 0pto Eq.(3.76) leads to E,s:0, and from equation Eq.(3.27) that

âA.A:0, thus both ,9 and â.,4. are free.

It is clear that both

ót=ro -,S ¡v 0

and

þ2: Îts æ O

DAu - AþA . A: 0pS

A.A+ ø,S:0.

are second class primary constraints. It can be found that Dirac brackets asso-

ciated with those constraints are essentially the same as the canonical ones. We

can therefore replace ,S by ns and settin E Ts :0. Hence, the degrees of freedom

(3.75)

(3.76)

(3.77)
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(3.78)

(s.ze)



associated v/ith S are eliminated and the different formalisms become explic-

itly equivalent. The subsidiary condition for separating the physical sector out
becomes

g(+)(ø)l\tpâs, ):0
which turns out to have non-abelian counterparts.

3.3 BRS Quantization

In non-abelian gauge theories canonical quantization in a singular gauge is
possible, but is complicated because the equation of constraint which must now

be solved is the (nonlinear) non-abelian Gauss's law. on the other hand, by a
method which is a direct generalization of the Laut¡up-Nakanishilzz) fo¡malism
to non-abelian gauge theories, Kugo and ojima [20] have shown how to find a
subsidiary condition which projects out the physical Hilbert space from the Fock

space of asymptotic states, and which ensures the unitarity of the perturbation
theory. we will recapture the essence of the work of Kugo and ojima and
generalize it to the non-covariant gauge in the next chapter.

According to section 2.8, the Lagrangian of an non-abelian gauge theory in
covariant gauge is given by

L"rr : -Trr,. Ft, + sa . A * f,as2 1- i¡o . Drt

which apart from a total divergence can be rew¡itten as

!,úr : -Irr,. Ft, - ous . Ap + los, - ior¡ . Dpr¡

where A ' B : Ao Bo. From the fact that the above Lagrangian
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(B.Bo)

(s.sr)

(3.82)

is invariant



under the Becchi, Rouet and Stora transformaiions [21],

6Au: \D¡,4,

l,r:-ioextt,
6n:i^s'
á.9 :0,

with (,4 x B)" - ¡abc¿bB', the BRS charge, en, exists. Its positive frequence

part was used in the paper of Kugo and ojima to get rid of the unphysical

states through the following subsidiary condition:

The procedure of finding the subsidiary condition can be generalized to non-

cov¿riant gauges and we will focus on this matter throughout the thesis.

In the generalized Lautrup-Nakanishil22lformalism, the effective Lagrangian

of Eq.(3.60) becomes

Qf)lvoou" ):0.

Despite the fact that local gauge symmetry has been broken, it has a global

invariance under the BRS transfo¡mations which is a quantum statement of the
gauge-invariance of physical states since it is all that is required to guarantee

the Ward identities [23]. Notice that the BRS invariance of the Lagrangian

can be easily shown by verifyine 6(Dþq) : 6(n x n) :0 and also the BRS

transformation is nilpotent, i.e. 62 : 0. The ghost, 4, plays the role of gauge
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(s.ssa)

(3.83b)

(s.ssc)

(3.83d)

L"tÍ : -|r*ru" + s7(A) t- lasz + iffî(Drt).

(s.84)

(3.85)



parameter while À is a global parameter. Noether's first theorem [24] can then

be used to construct the gauge independent BRS charge,

such that

Note that I : D;ri is the ûrst class constraint of the system without gauge

fixing. The commutation ¡elations [A, Bl. is the Dirac one and f¡om the explicit

form of the BRS charge, the BRS transformation of the canonical conjugate

momenta,

Qa : - ltr .r + lohx ?) . r, - isrqldfr

áOr : [? À QB, Or]-.

can be obtained which interestingly enough are gauge independent. With these

results, one then finds

6r; : ),g r; x r7,

6ns: -i\r¡,
6nn: -\(D;ri*grrxrT),
6nn : 0,

which express the nilpoteîcy, Qe2 : 0, of the BRS charge. Subsidiary conditions

in general non-covariant gauges can be imposed in the operator formalism with
the second quantized version of the BRS charge.

(3.86)

As we have seen, problems encountered in quantizing gauge theories can

be solved by adding a gøuge-fi,ring term to the classical Lagrangian, such as
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(3.87)

[Q",Q"]* : o,

(s.ssa)

(3.88b)

(s.sac)

(3.88d)

(3.8e)



the covariant gauge condition. The requirement that Maxrvell's equations hold
as operator identities is dropped in favour of retaining explicit Lorentz invari-
ance and locality. However, this is accomplished at the price of quantizing the
unphysical longitudinal and time-like photons, a consequence of which is the
occurrence of negative norm states in the Fock space of asymptotic states. The

unitarity of the theory is only apparent when lhe physicøl subspace, in which
Maxwell's equations hold in the weak sense, is projected out of this Fock space

by the imposition of a suitable subsidiary condition, whose purpose is to remove

the effects of the unphysically polarised photons. The subsidiary condition is a
statement of the gauge invariance of physical states.

An alternative procedure involves the choice of a singular gauge, like Coulomb

or ærial gauges, in which (some of) the redundancy is removed by solving the
Gauss'law, D¡ni : 0r a.s an operator equation. In quantum theory, this has the
advantages that Maxwell's equations hold as operator identities, the Fock space

of the asymptotic states is the physical Hilbert space, and the unitarity of the
theory is easily shown. Nevertheless, one loses manifest Lorentz invariance and
is faced with many technical problems in this class of gauges.

.)t
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4 Non-Covariant Gauges

Non-covariant gauges are frequently used. For instance, the standard canonical

quantization of QED uses the Coulomb gauge, also called the radiation gauge.

In QCD one often uses axial gauges which allow the quanta of the vector fields

to be interpreted as partons. It is easy to check that in axial gauges the Fad-

deev Popov determinant is á[ independent even in a non-abelian theory. The
purpose of reviewing some standard materials in the previous chapter was to
prepare for the study of Yang-Mills theories in a general class of non-covariant

gauges in this chapter. BRS analysis is carried out in the full theory whereas

an operator formalism is presented for the free field theory. The work presented

here is based on material published in [ZS].

4.L Classification of gauge constraints

Although there are a vast number of gauges one can use (linear or nonlinear,
covariant or noncovariant, homogeneous or inhomogeneous), all known gauges

can be divided into three distinct classes. They a¡e classified by the numbe¡ of
independent degrees of freedom contained in the vector boson propagator. In
this respect, we list the 3 classes below [26], giving particular examples in each

case.
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Class f gauges

In this class, the gauge boson propagator contains only physical degrees of
freedom and ghosts are decoupled. Examples are the familiar Coulomb gauge

and the pure æ<ial gauge

which was used by Arnowitt and Fickler lZZl to investigate the quantization of
non-abelian gauge theories. since the canonical momenta are

rk : FÆ - Dk Ao - ùoAk,

where D is the covariant derivative and where internal symmetry indices are

omited, then the requirement of validity of the gauge condition for any time
implies respectively

0*Ar - O

Ás :0

or

These equations are constraints which must be solved with respect to .46. In
both cases the solution is ambiguous because, in the latter case, the d.efinition

of ð;l requires additional boundary conditions, while the former case suffers
the Gribov ambiguity [28]:

AkDk Ao - l¡rk : o

(4.e0)

If one takes into account that Eq.(+.es) holds only for large values of the fields,
then such an ambiguity does not affect perturbation theory. However, in the
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(4.e1)

(4.e2)

det(ô¡DÈ) : o.

(4.e3)

(4.s4)
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quantum theory this method leads to a difficult operator ordering problem

which can be solved only with external arguments which restore the covariance

of the theory and its equivalence with the temporal gauge [zo]. on the othe¡

hand, the pure axial gauge is plagued with an indefinite metric although only
physical degrees of freedom a¡e involved [31]. Hence both the Coulomb and

the pure æcial gauges suffer f¡om technical problems that one must take careful

note of when performing explicit calculations [aS,S+].

Class II gauges

In class II gauges, there is, in addition to the physical degrees of freedom, a single

unphysical one assocjated with the longitudinal polarization. One example of
this type of gauge is the temporal axial gauge As: g. Gauss'law does not
hold as an operator equation but is imposed as a condition on physical states:

This is known as Dirac quantization. In general the a>cial garlges n. A : o,

are class II unless Do : 0. Those were originaly introduced by Kummer [30]
in quantizing the free elect¡omagnetic field. In Class II gauges, the unphysical

degree of freedom satisfies a first-order evolution equation of the form â6^g : 0.

The solution of this Cauchy problem in the Lagrangian formalism lead^s to the
principal-value prescription for the uphysical pole at ko : 0 in the propagator

[3s], which however is known to be unacceptable for Yang-Mills theory and is

related to the non-realization of Gauss' law [S7]. Insisting on the implemen-

tation of Gauss' law leads to a propagator which breaks time-reversal invari-
ance and therefore cannot be written in momentum space [g8]. If one follows
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a Hamiltonian approach, a well-defined temporal gauge propagator with the
Leibbrandt-Mandelstam prescription fo¡ the unphysical pole results [so,ao]. fn
this case, the propagator contains a vector n I that does not appear in the orig-
inal Lagrangian. Thus, as with Class I gauges, there are a number of technical
subtelties associated with quantization of class II gauges.

Class IIf gauges

In class III gauges, there are two unphysical degrees of freedom which, in or-
der to satisfy unitarity, are accompanied by Faddeev-popov ghost fields. one
can use BRS invariance of the classical Lagrangian to quantize the theory [41],
defining physical states as cohomology classes of the BRS operator. The proto-
types of Class III gauges are the relativistic gauges, but as we shall see there is a
Iarge class of non-covariant Class III gauges which have also been found useful
in various circumstances. An important example of this is the Leibbrandt-
Mandelstam [eo] prescription for the unphysical pole in axial gauges:

which can be derived from the crass III gauge condition [42]

n".ôn.A:O.

Although the presence in general of Faddeev-Popov ghosts makes perturbative
calculations somewhat more complicated algebraically difficulties in quantiza-
tion of the type found in Class I and Class II gauges are absent in Class III
gauges.

I
n-k

n*.lc
n.kn..k+ie' (4.e7)
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In the next section we will present a unified framework for the quantization

of Yang-Mills theories using all the three classes of gauge condition. As we

shall see, Class III gauges are somewhat simpler to quantize since they do not
possess many of the technical proble-s and ambiguities that plague their Class

I and Class II counterparts. Since Class I and Class II gauges can in general

be considered as limiting cases of Class III gauges, formalism for the class III
gauge condition provides an alternate method for avoiding technical difficulties
present in Class I and Class II gauges.

4.2 General Linear Gauge Action

A general linear class of gauges can be implemented by the Lagrangian

-1 1t: -iPi"Fpva' - Ct,ApS"A"" + )as2. (a.oo)

In order to show the general characte¡ of the class of gauge Eq.(+.oo), v¡e now
give a partial list of particular cases which are included in it.

o The relativistic gauges have the form

C¡¡y: gpv

The parameter ø is the usual gauge parameter; its values ø:0 and

ø: l correspond respectively to the Landau and Feynman gauges.

c Regulated Coulomb and static temporal gauges have

C¡r, : tuttu, - d7pr, f¿2 : L, A ) 0 (+ L)

Here, ¿ and a are the gauge parameters. The operator Ec = C,rr/uA,
is elliptic for 0 < a < 1, and therefore no unphysicar real pole is
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introduced in the propagator. For a ) 1, Ec, is hyperbolic, and

the limit a --+ oo corresponds to the relativistic Feynman gauge.

The limiting cases c --r 0 and a -r 1 correspond respectively to the

static temporal and to the coulomb gauges, and are characterized by

a parabolic nc. First introduced by Frenkel and raylor [++], this

interpolating gauge was further studied by Burnel [as] and Nyeo [46],
and has been used in finite temperature calculations [az]. The choice

ø: a(a - 1) turns out to be particularly convenient.

In axial gauges with the Leibbrandt-Mandelstam prescription, we

have

C¡rr:nTnrr@:0,

with arbitrary n2. Although the LM prescription can also be derived

from a Hamiltonian formalism as a cla.ss II gauge [+o], in the present

Lagrangian formalism it is of class III [34]. The main difference be-

tween the two approaches is that in the former, the vector n* emerges

in the course of the Hamiltonian analysis, while in the latter, it is

incorporated directly into the Lagrangian.

Gauges interpolating between æ<ial (or planar) relativistic gauges

with

Ctr: nf,n, - agu,

were introduced by Piguet, Pollak and schweda [ao] in order to regu-

larize the non-local counter-terms occuring with the LM prescription.
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o The n2 < O Frenkel-Taylor gauge has [aa]

o Gauges that interpolate between space-like alrial, regulated time-like

and relativistic gauges have the form

cp,:ry + "("# - osr,),nz 1o,m2 > o.

The ca"ses P > L," > (Llp) or a ( 0 and p < O,a < (Llp) or

a ) 0 correspond to a hyperbolic trc. An elliptic lc is obtained. for
a ( 0, o < P < 1. Not of easy practical use, this gauge was introduced

in order to regularize the space-like alrial gauge as a physical gauge

[50].

ClearlS many linear gauges can be formulated in a universal way in terms
of the gauges Eq.(4.99). As we shall see, the three classes of gauges described

in Section 2 are distinguished by the values of the componen ts of C ¡,, which
influence the constraint structure. By far the largest class of gauges is Class III,
in which there are four independent degrees of freedom in the gluon propagator.

This class is in a sense the simplest to deal with because of the relatively simple
constraint st¡ucture. For class I and class II gauges, more constraints appear

(all second class), so that the usual quantization procedure must be modified.

4.3 BRS quantization

All the values d + O lead to a hyperbolic trc.

vttv -
tut tu,

n2 - d7tr, n2 <O.

In this section we shall examine the quanti zation of the non-Abelian case using
the usual BRS formalism followed for relativistic gauges [arJ. The Lagrangian
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for this particular class of gauges can be w¡itten as

\4'ith .F',,,o : A þAi-A"Ai+g(Ar* A,)" and Dfib : 0 t 6"b -g f"o" Aî. Here we have

used the sho¡thand notation Ã, : CþuA anð, Â, : AuCu,. The Grassmann

variables 4" and fl' are the Faddeev-Popov ghosts, and left differentiation will
be chosen as our convention:

1_L: _iEr,.FF' _ AS .Ã+ |ø52 _ ian.Dn,

where f is a Grassmann variable and p¡ is the parity of A,which are p¡u:
Ps - 0 and Pr: Pq: l.

The Euler-Lagrange equations de¡ived from the Lagrangian of Eq.(a.roo)
are

ftø"t: (#,4 B+ (-r¡r, 
^(*,"),

The canonical conjugate momenta are subsequently d.efined as

(4.100)

D,Pr'" + âu S - ig A'n X ? : 0,

a'Ã+ ø,s:0,
D.â¡:s,
â .Dr¡ : g.

(4.101)

nr: o! :Fpo.
OA,
at -oTs a -'--; - -1 .
ASa!, . 

^lfr:-;-:tdO|,
on

(+.toza)

(4.to2b)

(+.tozc)

(+.roza)
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and

be

the canonical commutation and anti-commutation relations are taken to

Tq7

where (Þ¡ represents Á!, sor4o and 7". Note that the commutation

commutation relations are defined as

lA,Bl: AB - (-L)P^r' gO,

at,
^1 -dn

[26' (x, t), Õ.r(y, t)) : -¿ 6r¡6(x - y),

[z16' (x, t),rør(V,¿)] : 0 : [Or(*, ú), O¡(y, t)],

-i Don,

where P¡ anð, Pp are the parities of ,4, and B respectively.

It can be seen from Eqs.(4.L02) that the theory contains different constraint

structures for different values of Cþr. As indicated in the previous Section, there
are three distinct cases, which in this context are described by

o Cs¡t'0,

o Coo : 0 but some of Csi,C¿o * O,

o Coo - Co¡: C¡o : 0,

which correspond to a class III, class II, and class I gauge, respectively.

(4.1oBd)

(+.ro+a)

(4.r04b)

and anti-

(a.ros)
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4.3.1 Hamiltonian Constraint .A,nalysis

For css f 0, there exist 2¿ pairs of second class primary constraints:

gi: rg æ O, (a.fOOa)

ói: ri + Á[ x o. (4.106b)

Due to the presence of these constraints, the canonical Hamiltonian is no longer

the most general evolution operator. Instead an effective Hamiltonian is re-

quired:

H": It^r.ú*\2.óz*Àu.nu
S . n, * n . ¡r,t + i . nn - Lld,sn

I t^r' ót * ),2. óz * Ào. ó, + È . ö,
.i l
\ Coo"o - gAo x n - ft;C*O'n¡ 

. n,

i |tn . õ;n -t Xo - Ao. D;ri+ A^9 . .Ã' - |aSzld¡n

I t^,. û * \2. óz * (*", - eAo x rt - ficnn,n¡ 
. nn

i0'n.ñ;n + Xo - Ao.D¡ri * â¡^g .Ã' - !øS2ldsa (a.roZ)

+

+

+

with

+

:

so that o : Iií,o] for any operator o. Notice that surface integrals are

neglected and .Ås and S have been absorbed into the Lagrange multiplier fields
À1 and À2 respectively.

conserving the primary constraints in time yields the relations À1 : ,40 and
À, : '9. However, the canonical commutation and anti-commutation relations of
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Eqs.(a.roa) are not compatible with the constraints, and so the Dirac constraint

approach must be followed [53]. h the present case, the Dirac brackets are found
to be

with all remaining commutators unchanged as in Eqs.(+.ro+).

The constraints may now be set strongly equal to zero and the Dirac brackets

taken to be the equal time commutation and anti-commutation relations. The
resulting reduced Hamiltonian is then

[á3(*, ú), Sò(y, ú)]-

[Áä(*, t), zrN(y, r)]-

[¿3(*, ú), zrj(y, r)]-

: -frroút(* - y),

-0,
i: -^"nóoôá(x _ y),

H : l[^r. ù* \2.óz+ 
fiU..o - csiDirt).jt,

-As' (Drn' * grn x ?) + i ð'n . b¡n -t a;S . Ãi

-troS'* )lsldfr

which is consistent with the constraints of Eqs.(4.r06) and the Euler-Lagrange
equations of Eqs.(a.fOZ).

4.3.2 The BRS charge

As mentioned in a general framework before, the total Lagrangian î. ofEq.(+.roo)
does not possess any local gauge invariance. However, it has a global invariance
under the BRS transformations. Noether's first theorem ensure the existence

of the BRS charge,

Qa: fto,n'ni-\,J t-,,t " 29 (n x q) ' rn * isrrl dsa
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(4.1oeb)

(a.rooc)

(4.110)



: ltt . ñon - n. âos + |o Ø, n). âs¡ldsn. (4.111)

Note that in deriving this Iast relation the Euler-Lagrange equations of Eqs.(+.roz)
have been imposed.

F¡om the explicit form of the BRS charge, using Eq.(B.gz) and the Dirac
brackets stated in Eq.(a.r09), with no surprise, one can verify that the canonical

momenta accually transfo¡m as Eq.(3.88). with these results, seve¡al useful
transformations are readily derived:

ó()/s) : s,

6(i 0t¡ . ñ;rt + ð¡S . Ãi) : s,

ó(,40 . ro) - *ufr.rn : x¡fiç*o - csiDitt) .r,

-As. (Drn' * gr,, x ?)].

One then finds

which express the nilpotency (QEz:0) and time independence (g, :0),
respectivelg of the BRS charge.

Another important conserved charge, the Faddeev-popov ghost charge, gen_

erates the scale transformation

[i 
^Q",Qn)* 

: s,

li \Q",frl* : o,

(+.ttza)

(+nza)

(+.ttzc)

6an :0rì,
6ei : -00,
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(+.rt+a)

(4.LL4b)



and is given by

Qr: ltr'"r-¡'rald,sx
: t Itn. ðoî - õon. i * st. (Áo x n)ld'r, (4.116)

such that

66Õ¡:[i0en,Orl.. (a.rfZ)

It is also straightforwa¡d to show that

liQ*Qal- : Qn (4.118)

lie*enl. : o (4.119)

which means that Qs and Q, carry Fp ghost number one and zero respectivery.

Although the local gauge invariance of I is broken by lee and ^c¡p, the
Lagrangian I is still invariant under the global gauge transformation

[O¡:gO¡xe. (4.L2O)

By using Noether's theorem, the associated conserved current is found to be

Ip : gA" x Fr,-gÃr,x S -igâuñ xn

+ isñrqxn+auS-õuS. (4.12r)

The co¡responding charge,

a:lJsdsr, (4.Lzz)
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generates the global gauge transformation

ó.Qr : lieQ,Q¡l-

The current of Eq.(4.121) can be used to write the equation of motion of the

first of Eqs.(+.fOZ) in the form

where the curly bracket means anti-commutator, and is referred to as a general-

ized Maxwell equation. Note that the term áu^g-ãr,s, *hi.h has vanishing four
divergence, s added to the current Ju of Eq.(4.121) in order to make Eq.(4.L24)
valid even for non-symmetric Cpr.

4.3.3 Relativistic invariance of physical states

Having constructed the BRS charge ea, physical states l\troås") will then be

required to satisfy

}uP"t'-J,'-{e",ñun},

Although relativistic invariance is lost in general on the entire space of states,
as mentioned at the end of Section 3, it is possible to verify that physical states
defined in Eq.(a.125) are Lorentz invariant. To d.o so, \¡/e begin by considering

(4.123)

(+.rz+)

Tt, : a"A, a#J - eF, !,

ìl,vp : Tp, f _ Tppr, . #h,+" _ ffiu

8al\ûrrr,) : g. (4.125)
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The corresponding generators of Lorentz transformations,

pt, : I dtrrou,

Mr, : I dtrWou,,

satisfy the commutation relations

lPu, P,l : o,

t I a""(ros^o - r^soo) ô,y,r,,. (4.1g2)

We thr:s see explicitly that Lorentz invariance is lost in general. However, using
Eq.(+.t27) and Eq.(4.L24), one can show that

[Pu, M'^] - -i (ou^ r" - gu" p^) - ; I d] a0, M,,\ nuo ,

lM^o , Mu"l - -i (ge+ M^" * g^" ¡,7e r - gp, Mu, - g^, Mo")

ôuyu"o : {e",aonÂ" - 0"¡lc} ,

where 8a is the BRS charge of Eq.(4.f 1f). In this form
that

(ú pny,lo y )rlþ" P lv p¡s,') : o,

and so Lorentz invariance holds in the physical subspace of Eq.(a.rzs).
'we now verify that the Lorentz generators of Eqs.(4.1zg,4.Lzg) commute

with the BRS charge, which will show that the physical subspace is mapped into
itself by Lorentz transformations. We first look at space-time translations, and
since we already know by Eq.(a.113) that Q3 cornmutes with the Hamiltonian
E[, we only have to consider spatial translations. one can show that p¡ of
Eq.(a.128) can be w¡itten as

(4.128)

(+.tzo)

(a.rso)

(+.rsr)

P,: I asrfa;,ei .T¡ * 0;S .ns * O;rt .r,t t 0¿i .nnf .
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one can readily see

(4.134)

(+.rss)



Now, using Eq.(a.SZ), one finds

6@iS . nt) : -iÀAdS . (-nr), (a.rsoa)

6(0,n .rr) : a,Flon x n) .¡rn

*ð;4 .[-,r14,"t * er,t * n)] , (4.136b)

6(Arn .rn) : i),ð;S .ra, (+.teOc)

6(AÁi .n¡) : a [fA .r¡ * ),Ai . s(r¡ x ù]
-ÀDn.0;ri -^Ai . g(0;r¡ xn +n¡ x 0;q). (4.1g6d)

After some algebra, one arrives at the result

6P¡ : li 
^Qr,4]* 

- 0, (+.rSZ)

and so with Eq.(4.118) we find

[i \}t,Pu]* : 0. (+.ras)

simila¡ results hold for the other Lorentz generators of Eq.(+.rzo). one can

write these generators in the form

Mo, : I atrXon: I atr¡r;po-rop;l-tr;Aol, (a.rso)

M;j : I atrWo;¡ : I a|ø[r¡p; - r;p¡ * tr¡A; - r¡A¡), (l.t+o)

and again some straightforward algebra leads to the result

[i^Qn,Mo;]*:0: Ii\q",Mr¡).. (t.t+t)

consequently, the BRS charge commutes with all of the generators of Lorentz
transformations.
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4.3.4 Class ff gauges

For c6s : 0 and not all co; and c¡6 eeual to 0, there exist 4zz primary con-

straints:

Si: rfi x o, (4.L42a)

ói = ""s 
+ CsiA;" æ o, (4.L42b)

ói = "i - iC¡s}iqo æ O, (+,t+Zc)

ói="i*iC6;D;r¡o æO. (4.L4Zd)

Hence, the effective Hamiltonian can be written as

H" : 
It^r' ó;* Àr.nþ + s .n, ln.trn+n.trn- Lld,sr

: 
lt^,'ó;-+ Às'û* 3.ór+rt.ós+nón* )/o * ci¡¡¡s. ¡i

+ ic;¡\;¡.Dn -|øs2 - A6.(Drn, _ C¿s}is iigc;oyin xr¡)ldsr
: 

It^,' ö; -l )ts + ciiais ' Ai + iciiain . u r¡ - ïos'
As. (D¡ri - C;oAi S 4- igC¡sði¡ x r¡)ldsa. (4.L4g)

Since conserving þl and Siwill give the conditions on the Lagrange multiplier
Êelds, new constraints can only be obtained by conserving $1 and, $2:

pt = ót : D;ri - C;oô; S t ig C;s}i¡ x rt, (+.t++a)

pz = öz: aS -f Ci¡ô;Ai - Co;ni + V.40, (4.144b)

where

Voô : Co¡Di"b * C;sôi6"b.
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Now the 4n pfimary constraints together with the 2n secondary constraints all
become second class. By use of the uler-Lagrangian equations, further conserv-

ing the constraints gt¡ pz, ós and Sa will give Àr : /0, À, : S, Àe : 7 and

\+ : i. Dirac brackets can then be found iteratively.

The second class pair {s and $a are taken to be the preliminary constraints.

The Dirac brackets of them are

The inverse of the matrix Ci:e,V) = [dÍ(x,t),ó](V,¿)l can be chosen as

[ófx, t),óor(v,ú)] : o,

[då(*, t),óoo$,¿)] : -Viuó(* - y),

[dfx, t),óor(v,ú)] : Vlö6(* - y),

[öl*,t),ó'oþ,¿)j : o.

provided that

Note that by symmetry lfoå(x,y): -Kb"(y,*). We remark that here an¿ in
the following we shall assume no problems arise with respect to inverting such

matrices, and thus these expressions at this level should be regarded as formal.
with this in mind, the preliminary Dirac brackets can then be found to be,

using Eq.(+.ra6),

[c-l],i{x, 
") 

: ( _r.l*, 
") 

K'o(*, 
", ) ,

Yi" K'\x,y) : ó(x - y) : -V|',11"(x,y).

(+r+aa)

(4.146b)

(+.r+øc)

(4.146d)

ln"(x, t), n' (y,ú)l' : rfo'(x, y),

[n"(x, t), n rb (y, t)]' : iC ioaîK"b(*, y),
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(4.148)
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[rlo(x, t),n!(y,¿)]' : -icu¡ K"\*,y)f"b"n"(a), (+.149c)

lnil*,t),nu(y,¿)]': -;cnn';"x'u(*,y), (+.raoa)

[nf*,t),nnb (y,¿)]' : C;oALCoiqr" K"\*,y), (a.r+oe)

lnl*,t),n! (y,¿)]' : iC ¡s}ilrì\x,t), rb, (y,t)1,, (4.149f)

while others remain the same as in Eq.(4.tOa).

with the above preliminary Dirac brackets, the commutators of gt anð, þ2
are found to be

[çri(*, t),ç\(y,¿)]' : M"\*,y), (4.150a)

lwi$,t),ó\fu,¿)l' : -iv2b6(x- y), (4.1s0b)

lói$,t),p\(y,r)l' : ivbs"6(x- y), (+.rsoc)

lói@,t),óur(y,¿)l': o. (4.150d)

The inverse of the matrix C,i|(*,y) can be chosen as

[c,-1];r(x,r) : (;r.ft,y) :i'"T,i,?,) , (+.rsr)

provided that

llr"\*,2)K"b(z,y)ldt, : -ylNo(*,y), (+.L52a)

ll*'\*,2)M"b(z,y)1d"": vi.¡/o,(x,y). (+;rsza¡

The secondary Dirac b¡ackets are then found to be

["'(*,¿), so(y,r)] " t/or(*,y), (+.rsaa)
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["Í(", ú), sä(v, t)] " : -cs;Kob(x, y) * i s f"""ri(r)rf",(*, y)

+icoi I lo' l*on" (fi xdr(x, z) f r"o ,ríKeb(z,y)l d.sz,

[ot'(*, ú), so(y, r)] " : iD'f," K"b(x,y),

[rt'(*, t),n](y,r)] " i6]6ú6(x - y)

-Cs¡[Ai" (x, t), ,sö(y, t)],,

["3(*, t),n!(y,r)] " -;cnc,o4Koo(*,y),

["3(", ú), S'(y, Ð]" -iCsiD':"co1y, , )

f'r'(*, ú), s'(y, r)] " t llx"\*,2)s l"Í"croaiþ¡r (z))K,b(z,y)) dsz

fn" @, t) , rb, (y ,lf "

- -icu | [*'\*,2)sf"Í"c¡oa,,þ! (z))K,b(z,y)]dsz, (4.158h)

["å(*,t), sö(y,t)] "

+iK"\x,y)g Í""0n'(a),

: ic;oô', I W"\*, r) g f"r " olþ) K"b(z,y)l dt",

l"i@,t),n!(y,r)] " _.cslrfi(x,r),,sà(y,r)1",

1n"6,ú), 5'(y,t)] " I lx"\*,ùg l"r"n;(z)K"b(z,y)l dt",

[a' 1*, t),n! (y,t)]' : coic ioa;K"\x,y)s f"or nr (y)

(4.153b)

(+.rsac)

(4.153d)

(+.tsae)

- Crln" (x, t), 
^gö 

(y, t)]",

["i(*, t),rb,(y,lf"
: i c sic s¡ | [o "\*, z) g ! "" 

r ri(z) K r \2, y) s f o, o 
n 

o (y)] dr,

-ic6K"\x,y)s f"o"nl(y) - co¡l"i(*, r),,sr(y, ú)]",

while others remain the same as in

The remaining constraints that

(4.153f)

(+.rssg)

(4.153i)

(4.153j)

(4.1sBk)

(4.1581)

Eq.(a.r+o).

must be handled

úù

are those due

(+.rsam)

to {1 and



ç2. The Dirac brackets of them are found to be

The inverse of the matrix C"i[x,y) can be chosen as

[c'-1];e(x,") : ( _,i:"oi]ut -iK\x,",), (4.155)

provided that

| [*"\*,2)K"b(z,y)] dt, : Yo,, Z"b(x,y), (+.rsoa)

| [*'\*,2)w"b(z,y)] dt" : -vI" zol*, y). (4.156b)

[dî(*, t),óor(y,ú)]" : 0, (+.rSaa)

[ói@,t),p'r(y,¿)]' : -iYbu"6(x- y), (4.154b)

[pi$,t),óot(y,ú)]" : iviå6(x - y), (a.rs+c)

[pi@,t),por(y, ¿)]" : w"b(x,y). (4.1s4d)

The final Dirac brackets are then

[16(", t),noo(y,¿)]-: o, (+.rsza)

[Á3(", t),Aooú,t)]-: z"\x,y), (4.152b)

frå(*, ú), Õ,(y,r)] - : - I o"\*,2){ls" (z,r), oô(y, r)1,,

-Co¡ltri" (2, ú), Oå(y, ¿)], + ckra,o¡li" çz,t), eb (y,t)),,

+s f"d"t"o(z)coi[Aid("),Qb(y,t)]"] dsz, (a.757c)

[/3(*, r), ü'(y, r)] - : - I o"\*,2){ls" (z,t), rrrå(y, t)1,,

-Co,[ni"(2, ú), \Ir(y, t)1"] dsz, (4.152d)
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where (Þ represents ,9 and T¿ arrð, ü represents A;, rs, rrt T4t ff and rr. The

remaining Dirac brackets are a"s in Eq.(+.fSa).

The effective Hamiltonian of Eq.(a.143) is then reduced to its final form by
taking all the constraints strongly equal to zero. one finds

n : I lxo * ci¡I;s . Ai + ici¡}¡¡ . Din - |aszl dsr,

where

)ls: ln2 + åB'. (+.rso)

In the same way, the BRS charge and the Fp ghost charge of section 4.2 can
be written as

With the help of the final Dirac brackets, after some algebra it can be shown
explicitly that the BRS charge generates the BRS ransformations and the Fp
ghost charge generates the scale transformations found in Section 4.2. Thus, re-
lations derived in that Section and the discussion of the physical state condition
and Lorentz invariance of section 4.3 also applies in the present case.

Qn: lti;n t, x n).rn * s .Yr¡ldsr,

Q,t:r lr.yr¡d,sx.

4.3.5 Class f gauges

We now consider all of Coo, Co¿ and C;s equal to zero.

4n frrst class primary constraints

Si: zrfi x O,

ói=rfiæ0,
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(4.160)

(+.ror)

In this case, there exist
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Hence, the effective Hamiltonian can be written as

H" : It^r'ó;* Àu.rP r s.nr*n.r,tt¿ia..rtn- t.ldja

: It^,'óit Às'a.^l- È'ór+rì.ós+n.óoi xo- As.D;i¿

+ ci¡ô;s.Ai +ici¡ô;¡.Da -f,aszldsr
: /l^,' ó; i )ls - A¡.D¡rí

JL '

+ ciiais.Ai+iciiain.Da_|øszldsr. (4.168)

secondary constraints,

pt = ót - D;ri x o, (arc+a)
pz = óz: aS i Ci¡ï;Ai x O, (4.164b)

ps = ós: -iCi¡Di A;¡ æ o, (+.tø+c)

çt = ó¿: ].iCi¡l;U T N o, (4.164d)

þi=nfievO,

þi: r$ æ o.

(+.rc2c)

(4.162d)

are obtained by conserving the primary constraints, assuming that the inverses

of the operators ci, Di a. and ci¡ð;Di exist. Therefore, ps anð. pa canbe written
as fi æ 0 and n N o respectively. Now, among the secondary constraints, only
gr1 is first class with respect to the prirnary const¡aints. Thus, by conservingølr,
a further constraint th = pt ev 0 is obtained. By adding a suitable combination
of gz, ç:3 and pal and assuming the invertibility of the operator ci¡Di ð;, $1can
be written as CirArAi. Conserving this constraint will then lead to the further
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constraint U = th : -Cii|;tri + CirArDi Ao.

equations are defined to be

öt = r'o,

tp1 = D;ri,

tþ1: Ci¡ï;Ai ,

In summa¡y, then, the const¡aint

4: -Ciið¿ri * Ci¡ã¡Di As,

óz = 7ts,

9z=5,
Ós: Tn,

9s=i,
Óe: Ti,

9¿=4.

It is clear from the above constraint equations that the unphysical fields S,1ts,
4,Tn, rl- and Tq ãÍe all eliminated from the theory and only those constraints
wiúh a subscript ul' must be dealt with.

The commutators of çt and ty'1 are

(a.rosa)

(4.165b)

(a.rosc)

(4.165d)

(a.rose)

(4.165f)

(a.rosg)

(4.165h)

(+.rosi)

(4.165j)

where Aoö : Ci¡7¡Di"b N CiiDi"bô¡. The inverse of the

ðt

lpi6,t),ebr(y,ú)l - o,

lpi,@,t), rþor(v, t)l : i Aib6(* - y),

bþi\,t), por(v, ¿)l : -iaib 6(* - y),

l,þi$, t), rþ!(y,ú)l : o,

(a.rooa)

(a.root)

(a.rooc)

(+.rooa)

mat¡ix Cî|(*,y) can



then be chosen as

þ-'li!6,") : (_;c"Q*, y) '"*f ,", 
) , ø.167)

provided that

Af,"G"b(x,y) : d'ô6(x - y) : ¿ji?'\x,y). (4.168)

Note that GoI*,y) : Gö"(y,x). The corresponding preliminary Dirac brackets

are found to be

l"T 6, t), nl (v,¿) l' : i s f """ n! (r) c k¡ ð!G"b(x, y)

-i sck;ðiG"\x,y) l"o""jfu), (4.169a)

[rt'(*, t),n](y,r)]' : ;6jo"bo(x - y)

tiCk¡ðv¡Di"G"o(*,y), (4.169b)

while others remain the same as in Eq.(4.104).

with the above preliminary Dirac brackets, the commutators of /1 and p1

are found to be

[ói,6,t),ól(v,f)]': 0, ( .tloa)
[öT6,t), eur(y,¿)i' : -iaby"6(x - y), (4.170b)

[pi(*, t),ól(y,¿)]' : inibd(x- y), (+.rzoc)

[pi(*, t), pl,(y,t)]' : f/.r(*,y). (4.120d)

The inverse of the mat¡ix Cti]@,y) can be chosen as

p'-'ti:: (;i:,,,î;íi -iG{x,',), 
Ø.tzr)



provided that

| [r"\*,2)G"b(z,y)l dt, : Ll" Tb(x,y), (+.tzza)

llr"\*,2)H"b(z,y)) dt": ai"r..(x,y). (4.L7zb)

The final Dirac brackets obtained are thus

[,a3(*, t),n|(y,ú)]- : o, (4.LTsa)

[Á3(*, ¿), Áå(y, ,)] /'I*, y), (a.rzsu)

[16(*, t), A'o (y,r)] 
- : ;ci,alcù(x,y)

-iD';" ll*"\*,2)c¡¡cHôr,lil"\z,y)l d"", (+.tzsc)

14(*, t), zrf (y, t)]-

: I c r, aiGo"(*, ù {s f "d" Agþ) ldi 
d (2, t), n!(v, ¿)]'

-lni"(r,t),n!(y,t)1,| dsz. (4.1zsd)

The resulting Hamiltonian is then obtained from the effective amiltonian of
Eq.(a.r6a) by taking all the constraints strongly equal to zero, and is found to
be

H : I Xs d}r, (4.L74)

where

)ls : f,r. zr + ]B . 8, ( .tzs)

as expected in a class I gauge where no unphysical states are present.
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4.4 Quantization of The trþee FÍeld Theory

4.4.1, The canonical variables

Let us start with the Lagrangian

11! : -'+FurFu' - Ct,APS A" + 'rasz.

with Fp" : ?uAr-?rAp. Here, 
^9 is the Nakanishi-Lautrup Lagrange multiplier

field [51], ø and cu, are va¡ious gauge parameters. Note that cu, are not
necessarily tenso¡ quantities but they can formally be treated as such. Some

restrictions on these parameters will occu¡ in the cou¡se of the development of
the theory.

The field equations resulting from Eq.(4.126) are

ôþF¡,r-Cþr}pS : o

Ct"AþArlaS : 0

.A,pplying ô" to the first of Eqs.(4.122) leads to

trcS=C¡rrðP?"5:O

As well, applying C^"ðx leads to

where

(4.t76)

tcð . A: KS

K:-øa-C^"Cprôtlþ
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(4.tTTb)

(+.rza)

(4.17e)

(4.180)



It is useful to write the first of Eqs.(4.fZZ) as

The canonical momenta associated with the Lagrangian of Eq.(a.126) are,

in a self-explanatory notation,

DAu:ApA'A*Cu,0"S:V,

In order to carry out canonical quantization, one must choose a particular
coordinate frame in which equal-time will be defined. This does not matter
in covariant theories because all the coordinate frames are equivalent but this
choice can be crucial with cp, f gur. Here, rrye assume that Au transforms as

a four-vector, ,s as scalar. As long as coo I 0, the two prima.ry constraints of
Eqs'(s.7b,3.7c) are second class so no secondary constraints are required to close

the algebra. If one a^ssumes that Cp, transformas tensor, then one can always

find a frame in which coo : 0. In such frames, the constraints of Eqs.(B.zb,B.zc)

become first class. The resulting secondary constraints imply that in a frame in
which coo :0, there are fewer independent degrees of freedom and the gauge

condition can be classified as either Class I or II, depending on the details of
the final constraint algebra. For this reason frames in which coo : 0 could be
termed singulør, and should be avoided when considering Class III gauges. The
above discussion of course assumes lhat C¡r, transform as tensor. Since one is
conside¡ing non-covariant gauges, this assumption is in a sense not necessary.
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rs : -CorA'.

(4.181)

(+rsza)

(4.182b)

(+rszc)



one could also adopt the viewpoint that the c* are gauge parameters. In
this context, a unique choice of gauge requires both a choice of frame, and

the specification of all gauge parameters in that frame, including cur. Hence,
one could in principle avoid all discussion of singular frames, and focus instead

on the notion of singular gauges. Whichever point of view one prefers, in the
following we restrìct the discussion to non-singular frames/gauges.

Quantization now proceeds by specifying the non-vanishing canonical com-

mutators to be

in which ,4,s is not considered as a canonical variable. All the commutation
relations involving ás are obtained from the constraint Ts * CorAv æ O.

This method is equivalent to the determination of Dirac brackets resulting
from the pair of second-class constraints zr0 

^, 
0 and Ts * corAu x o.

4.4.2 The Cauchy problem

[Ar(r),ot 1y)],,o=ro - i6r,¿(* - y)

[s("), rs (y))"o=u" : ¿á(x - y)

The field equations (4.177) define the evolution of the various fields. It is

obvious that the determination of the commutation relations for any time is the
solution of a cauchy problem with evolution operators Ec and tr and equal_

time commutators as initial data. With second-order equations, the Cauchy
problem is well-defined only for a hyperbolic operator, and so we shall restrict
Cru such that Eo is hyperbolic; the d'Alembertian operator satisfies trivially
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this property. The discussion of elliptic trc is presented in Append.ix 4. Let
us now consider the singula¡ functions associated with the tr c operator. We

will require that they have properties similar to those associated with tr but,
because trc is non-covariant, we require those properties only in particular
frames. In particular, we will require that the solutions with respect to energy
of k2": Cprlcple':0 a¡e of opposite signs. This imposes

A frame in which Eq.(a.rs+) holds will be called a preferred. frame. In such a

frame, when one goes from Minkowski to Euclidean space t _-+ it,by a V/ick
rotation, the hyperbolic trcr is transformed into an elliptic operator. Therefore,
a preferred frame is a frame in which a Wick rotation can be consistently
performed. Note that it is impossible to find a preferred f¡ame with a parabolic
operator' We now wo¡k in such a preferred frame where it is useful to introduce
some generalized functions whose properties are collected in Appendix A. They
are

Cox* C¡o:0

ac(")

Ec(")

pL@)

-ffi I o'r o(kù6(k3 - *,)(e-ih', - ";h'z¡

-ffi I o^r e(ks)6'(kzc - *2¡"-it 'z

-ffilo^r.(*.) l*hø+Tã11_l
k'z lekL- -ã -'l
-#'"o''ELþ) :

(4.184)

(a.rssa)

(4.185b)
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Here, rn2 is a parameter which plays a role similar to that in the usual gen-

eralized functions, and is taken to zero at the end of the calculations. These

functions satisfy

(lc+*')L": o,

(lc+*')Ec: Lc,

tr.FÅ : Ac,

(nc+*')FL: tooÂ,

tE| : Ec,

(lc+*')Fk: FL.

we also need the corresponding causal Green functions satisfying

(¡r + m')Le,c: 6(r)(ø) .. ( a.LBTa)

LF,c:-årlo^r6ffi (4.187b)

(nc + *')Er,c : Lp,ã (a.rszc)

tr4¡ : LFø (4.1gzd)

(nr + *')FL,e: cooÂr (a.raze)

.FL,r: Ep,c (4.182f)

(nc + *')FL,r : FL,p. (+.razg)

with the help of these functions (denoted Ds when m2 - 0) as well as of
those noted without the C index corresponding to the d'Älembertian operator,
it is easy to write the solution of the Cauchy problem associated. with the field
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(4.186b)

(+.rsoc)

(4.186d)

(+.rsoe)

(4.186f)



equations (4.IZT). One finds

s(") : I o'nlor(, - v)4 rfrll (4.188)

@.,+)(r) : I o'rlo"(,-v)&tu.t)(y)l+ 
lanror,"(r_ z)KS(z)

t f yaazlo"(, - y) a-B or,"(y - ")l (4.18e)

¿,(r) : I o'rlrr@-v)&o,fu))+ 
la^rnr,"(r_ z)v,(z)

I asydaz[o"(r-ùioor,"(a- z)lv"(z). (4.1e0)

where ys is arbitrary and ¡(ù a"g sfu) = f @)þgsfu)l _ tagf fu)ls(y).
With the help of equal-time cormrutators, these equations allow one to get,

afte¡ a straightforward but tedious calculation, the commutation relations for
any time' This calculation follows exactly the same lines as the particular case

of the Leibbrandt-Mandelstam regula¡ized axial gauges[42] and fo¡ this reason
will not be detailed here. The results are

[s("),s("')] : 0 (4.1e1)

[Ar(r),s("')] : -fto"þ - ,,) Ø.ß2)

[t,(r),a . A@')] : -#urt"(, - ,,) _ 
*"*u,Ds(r 

_ zt) (4.1e8)

[Auþ), A,(r')] : isu,D(r - ,,) + 
ffi{"^uu, * c¡"ô)ô^ Fl(r _ r,)

+ ffiu-r,r;(, - ,,) ø.rc4)

4.4.3 The propagator

The propagator is defined as usual by

iDu,þ):< 0l?(,4 uþ),e,"p))10 > . (+.ros)
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It is a straigthforwa¡d task to derive it from the commutation relations for any
time. One may avoid the details by working by analogy with the relativistic
case. The result, in momentum space, is:

Another way to obtain the propagator consists of using the field equations

in order to eliminate the auxiliary field .g from the Lagrangian of Eq.(a.rzo)
which can then be written up to four-divergences :

Dþ,(k): #þ,,-%ffiUr^
+ o,o"üffffi{f

In this procedure, one assumes that the gauge parameters are such that D-r I
0. of course, when inverting lcz anð. kz", the causal solution is taken.

4.4.4 Creation and annihilation operators

In Fourier space, the fields satisfying Eqs.(+.rzz) can be written as

s(") : & | a*"g,¡rpr,16 (t z"¡"-;r."

(a . A)(e) : # | alns¡c¡,,@1o qn)"-,r.,

t : -Lrer(D-r)u, A,.

where

(4.1e6)

1r

øæ J aa n x s Qc) tf;r,, o' (r,[¡,-;r'"

(+.rc2)

k : -alez - c^"Curle^leu.
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(4.1ee)

(4.200)



In a prefened frome, one can write

'e(ø) : # I #G"[s(k¡¿+r' *,t1k)ed]'J Ø.zot)

@ . A)(') : # I #G"[ø(r¡,-*, + sr(k)ede,]

.*åÐr # I #urrc[s(k¡,-;r* * "t1k¡,,*"1 Ø.zoz)

where

and the limit rn2 --+ 0 is taken at the end. Let us remark that the transition
from Eqs.(4.198,4.190) to Eqs.(4.201,4.202) is possible only in preferred frames;
in another frame, one loses the usual relation between particle and antiparticle.

One can now decompose /, as

where Af, and Lf; correspond respectively to the homogeneous and

neous part of Eq.(+.tSf). One finds

A1_ t ¡d"kl:: pn¡, J ,^[¿'t'(k)€t')(k¡¿-*'' * o..J

whe¡e /cs : lkl, and

C¡khkt * rn2

A! : ch I #[{r,ø{r.) - c,,tcp s(k)) ¿-i* " + h.c.]

+ #û# I #uo'["1t¡'-'*'" + h'''],.,=o ø,06)

wherehere,t9:{:@.Thepolarizationvectorse!.l1t¡satisfybe

A,: e! + e!"

(4.203)

6(k )k. €(d) - 6(k\cþ,krr(,): o.
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inhomoge-

(+.zos)

(+.zoz)



and can be constructed from two fixed orthogonal vectors rÍ') ,,

.Í')(È) : Pu,e(¡ (4.208)

where

pt,: gp,-%Wn^ +*,n,ffffi Ø.zos)

It is now a straigthforward task to get the commutation relations between

creation and annihilation operators from the commutation relations for any

time. The non-vanishing ones are

Let us remark that these results hold only for lc2 I kL; when lcz : Ie2c, the
equation ô'A: ø,9 implies amore subtle difference between s and g [sz].

4.4.6 The Fock space structure

Let the vacuum be defined as usual by

[ø1;¡(k), of¡(k')J : 6¡¡2lkllzzr¡solrr - rr,¡

[g(k), rt(k')] : zcoot/-cHkhkt lcoolzr¡'¡1t< - t,¡

A one-particle state is then generated by applying appropriate creation opera_

tors to the vacuum, and multiparticle states by repeated use of the appropriate
creation operators. It is obvious that the states generated by st have zero norm
because

sl0 >: gl0 >: o¡10 >: 0.

(+.ztoa)

(4.210b)

< olsstlo >: < ol[", 
"t¡¡o 

>: o.
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Amongst all states in the Hilbert space one selects the physical ones by the
conditions

which eliminates the states containing a particle created

lú'ony" ¡ar lüpry, > +stlüoar" ) (+.zt+)

which establishes an equivalence between two states differing by the presence

of a particle generated by st.

slüpry" ):0 (4.213)

by gt, and
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5 Conclusion

In this thesis we have concentrated on the constraint stuctures of the general
classes of gauges discussed above. We have presented a general framework for
the quantization of a fairly general class of linear gauges, represented by the
class III Lagrangian of Eq.(a.too). In particular, canonical quantization was
performed for the free theory in the case of a hyperbolic evolution operator, and
a BRS Hamiltonian const¡aint analysis vvas done for the full interacting theory.
The physical subspace was then subsequently defined, and it was shown that
Lorentz invariance holds in such a space. We also considered cases where such
a quantization procedure is not so straightforward. In particular, a constraint
analysis v/as presented for the case of an elliptic evolution operator in the free
field case for a class III gauge, which is not a cauchy initial data problem
and subsequently cannot be canonically quantized. in the usual way. As well, a
constraint analysis was done in the cases of class I and. class II gauges, which
were seen to have a significantly different and more complicated. constraint
structure' Thr:s, although the analysis is possible, the technical difficulties
present in the quantization of cases such as elliptic Class III gauges and in the
singular Class I and Class II gauges suggest that their quantization can be more
easily considered as either an analytic continuation or as a special limiting case
of the gauge parameters present in the general hyperbolic Class III gauge of
Eq.(a.roo).

One important featu¡e arising from the analysis of the general Class III
gauge condition was the gauge independence of the BRS charge and of the Fp
ghost charge' This implies that, for example, derivation of the Slavnov-Taylor
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identities [ao] and proof of the unitarity of the S-matrix [ar] and [20] follows the

same lines as that used for cor¡ariant gauges. Simila¡ comments in this regard

can be made for the formulation of gauge theories at finite temperature, which

as mentioned in the Introduction is a natural situation for the consideration of
non-covariant gauges. Following the work of Hata and Kugo [Sa] for covariant

gauges, one can for the general class of non-covariant gauges consid.ered here

construct the partition function, which using the BRST analysis of Section 4
will have a physical interpretation as a sum over physical states annihilated. by
the BRST charge. The FP ghost charge found in Section 4 can then be used. to
demonstrate that the ghost fields will have periodic, rather than anti-periodic,
boundary conditions [sa]. Such an operator construction will lead. to the same

results as those found by path integral techniques [SS], and demonstrates in
particular the connection between linear response theory in a Hamiltonian ap-
proach and the corresponding equations found in the path integral formalism.
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Appendices

A Lie Groups and Lie Algebras

Definition: A Lie group G [s6] is a set that is both a group in the usual

algebraic sense and a differentiable manifold with the properties that taking
the product of two group elements, and taking the inverse of a group element,

are smooth operations.

Examples:

o The complex general lineør group in z-dimensions is defined. as

and, as an open subset of the 2nz (real) dimensional manifold. M(n,c),
it acquires the structure of a Zn2-dimensional Lie group and so inher-
its a natural topological and differentiable structure. Notice that
GL(n,c) is a connected space since a matrix .4 satisfying det A > o

can be connected continuously to a matrix B for which det B < 0 by
a path going around the pole, i.e. the origin of the complex plane.

o Unitøry group U(n) is defined by

GL(n,C) z: {A e M(n,C)ldet A + o}

and is a compact Lie subgroup of GL(n,c) with real dimension n2.

The special unitary group SU(n) is defined as

U(n) :: {A e GL(n,C)lAt A: I}

(A.215)

SU(n) ,: {A e U(n)ldet,4: 1}
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One of the most important features of a Lie Group G is the fact that there
is always an a-ssociated Lie algebra which accurately encodes many of the prop-
erties of the group. However, the proof of this would be beyond our scope and

we will only give the definition of Lie algebra.

Definition: A Lie algebra I is a vector space over a field K with a linea¡
compositior [, ], such that if J;, J¡ € l, so ir [4,J¡] and furthermore for c,
þ e K the following properties of [ , J are satisfied:

and is a compact Lie group of real demension (n, - t).

where the third equation is called the Jøcobi identity.

For the purpose of this thesis, we content ourselves by choosing a basis {T.}
of .{ such that they satisfy

[J,, J¡] : -[J¡, J;],

laJ; + 0J¡,J*l: a[J;,J*]+ þ[J¡,J*],

[J;,lJ¡,J*]l + IJ¡,lJ*,4]l + lJr,[Jr,Jr]l : o

and are traceless- Following from the Jacobi identity, the structure constants

/oô. satisfy

However, due to the possibility of the normalization tr(T"Tb) - 6ob, all the
indices (upper or lower) of the structure constants are totally antisymmetric.
Hence, the distintion between upper and lower indices becomes unnecessary.
Thus, we will write all the indices as superscripts.
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Definition: Adjoint mapping of G onto itself is defined as Adoþ,) :: gg,g-L

foreachg € G.

For convenience, the adjoint repersentation will be taking as

i(T")," : fob".

B Grassmann Algebra

We will only give a brief introduction to the subject of Grassmann alegbra [57]
as a supplement to the main text. Therefore, the discussion here in any case

cannot be considered to be complete. Consider the algebra generated by one

real Grassmann variable d satisfing anticommutativity

Therefore, a general element of this algebra has the following form

P(o) : po * fú (B.z2B)

whe¡e p6 and þ1can be Grassmann or ordinary numbers in general. One defines

the diffe¡ential operators $ by means of

.a{*'e¡:1

{o,o}:g or o2:o.

such that if P(0) is taken to be an ordinary number, i.e.

and G¡assmann numbers respectivel¡ then

aD
ao. @): -ñt

(^.221)

(8.222)

(8.224)

ps and fi1are ordinary
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and
a2

*P(0) : s. (8.226)

Furthermore, rñ/e formally define the integration by linearity satisfying the fol-
lowing requirement:

lae:o, laee:t
which acts exactly like differentiation, i.e.

I a,,rq,r¡: *rrr: -ñt.

As a result, the integral of the de¡ivative vanishes

I aeftrqq: #r(d) : o.

The first relation of Eq.(8.227) follows from the requirement that the property
of a convergent integral over cortmuting numbers

valid for any finite ø, holds fo¡ an integral over anticommution nombers as well.
The second relation of Eq.(8.227) is the no¡malization convention.

consider now the change of integration variable 0 -> 0, : a* åá. one gets

l* arÍqr) : I* drf (a + a)

i.e. the standard Jacobian appears inverted.

All the rules can be easily generalized to the case of n real Grassman¡

(8.227)

variables d¡, i: lr...,z which obey

{o;''f'} : g'

¿7/Õ

I a,,eçe¡ : I ae,(#)-', q,çr,¡l

(8.228)

(8.22e)

(8.230)

(8.231)

(8.232)



Introduce their respective derivative operators fi by means of

.a
{a¡,r,o¡} : 6t¡ (B.2gB)

and

Ía a '\ aq, ur,I 
: o. (B.zg4)

Integration is defined in the same way as for one variable

I ae,:, I ae,e,:, (8.2s5)

where no suntmation is performed over f. We now generate the idea of real
Grassmann variables to a complex one. For instant, if

li:il-ioz, (B.2gz)

then 41 and 4i satisfy the followings:

4t: 0t I iïz

and

{nynt}: {nï,?i} : 1,

{rlt, ai} : o

l^orrrr: I-orirT:r,
J dnrnï : I dnî,t,: o.

(8.236)

(8.238a)

(8.238b)
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Thus, r/1 and r¡f can be considered as independent generators of Grassmann

algebra. For more than one complex Grassmann variables, \Ã¡e can easily deduce

the following properties:

and

It is well known that Gaussian integral for complex Grassmann variables are
very useful in quantum field theories, particular in path integral formalism, so it
is worthwhile to give a brief introduction to this subject. The following identity
can be obtained by using the above rules for complex Grassmann variables:

{nt,n¡} :6;i,

{n¡,rti} : o

I o'",: I o,;r; :6¡i,

I dr,r;: Id,tïn¡:o.

where

(B.2a0a)

(B.24ob)

and 8 is an a¡ibit aty nxn square mat¡ix. We will not prove the above statement
since it should be straightforward but with some algebra. However, we would
¡ather like to generalize the discrete set of indices to a space-time continuium ø
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(8.241b)
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and some internal indices a. Eq.(8.242) will then be symbolically replaced by

I oron*r 
f/ 

d,ayd,azÐnu(a)80,"(a,ar"t")f: detB (8.244)

where the measu¡e be

DqD n : 
ry Ð 

d,r1' (r)d,¡" (a).

C Gener alized functions

In a way completely parallel to the one followed for the usual t * rnz operator,
we can define generalized functions associated with the operator Ec +m2. rn
the following we introduce a parameter m2 for convenience, which is taken to
zero at the end of a calculation.

The positive and negative frequency solutions of the equation

(nc+*')f:o P.246)

are respectively

¿S)(", 
'n2) 

: -ffi I o^r0(+ko)6(k2c - m2¡"-;r''

where the Heaviside function d(fr6) is equal to 1 for fro ) 0

Their sum

Lc(r,rnz): ¿t*)(", *r) + tf,)þ,mz)

is odd and is given by

Lc(x,rn2) : -ffi I o'r e(ks)6(kc - yr2¡"-;r.,.
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(c.248)

(c.24e)



Rest¡icting now to a preferred frame in whìch

kL : kSCoo t C¡lk¡le¡, (C.250)

we can perform the integration over fre and obtain

Ac(r,rn2): -# I #r'**sin(åeø6) (c.251)

whereko:@.Fromthisequation,weimmediatelyhave

Ac(r,mz)"o=o : 0 (C.zlza)

lôo\c(x,m2)l,o=s : -6(*) (C.z52b)

The causal Green function satisfying

(nc + mz)A,p,¿(r,m2) : Coo6?)çr¡ (C.258)

is given by

iLp,c(r,*') : 0(xùLf,) (r,*r) - 0(-øe)Â L) @,*r)
: -icoo f '¿r- "-ih'n': 

Cry J d'-k 
kc - m, + ie G:54)

Ädvanced and retarded Green functions can be defined in the same \¡/ay as those
associated with the ü operator.

The generalized functions associated with repeated applications of u and/or
tr6 satisfy

(nc + mz)z8": g

n (nc + rnz)F'o," : g
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The corresponding equations for the causal Green functions a¡e

(nc + *')'Ep,c: coo6(r) (c.256a)

n (trc + mz)F'o,",p : Css6(r) (C.2s6b)

n (trc * mz)2F'",c,F : css6(x) (c.256c)

The simplest way to define Es and Fþ,6 is through derivatives with respect
to the parameter na2:

Ec(r,rrz) : -#o"rr,m2) (c.2s7a)

Ec,p(r,rnz): -frror(r,*r) (C.2szb)

The øe : 0 properties of Ec(x,m2) anð. Ec,r(n,m2) in a preferred frame are
easily deduced from their definitions:

Ec(r,m2)l"o=o: 0sùs(r,m2)l,o=s: o (C.25g)

The generalized function få i. defined by

pLl*) : -#, I o^r e-íÈ'eçtco)l*E+ .ã
1 1_l

k, - i€W_æ 1el (c.25e)

Here we require Cp, + gttv¡ ãsotherwise Fl will be identicalto E. An equivalent
representation of 4, it

pLþ) : - ffi I o^r e-ih " e(rts)tffi . ø#Tã] r".ruol
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or' after performing the integration over /cs in a preferred frame,

rLþ): -#ll,=¡ryr,r
+ coo 

|r"=tut '*] ["k*.!l(to"o)] r c.z6t)

In this form the Øo : 0 properties are readily found to be

FLþ,mz)l,o=o : o (C.26za)

ôsF'6þ,rn2)l,o=o : -[r + Cso]á(x) (C.z62b)

The definition of the causal Green function proceeds in the same r^/ay as

that associated with A:

inL,r(r,*') : o(xùF'Á+) (r,*r) - g(rs)F,l) (r,*r):ffilor6 (c.268)

In the same r¡/ay as that followed for E anð. A , we define

F¡þ,*r) : -#r,"(r,*r) (c.z64a)

F;,r(r,*r) : -#rrt,r(r,*r) (c.264b)

From these definitions, the øs : 0 properties in a preferred frame are readily
found to be

Fk@,mz)l,o:0sF$(r,m2)l"o:o (C.265)

The following relations are also easily obtained.

trFl :4, (C.266a)
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These relations also hold for the causal Green functions.

All these properties are a straightforward generalization to an arbitrary but
hyperbolic flc of the particular case Ec : n. kn*. /c which is treated in [Ba].

D Elliptic Evolution operator

As the cauchy problem with an elliptic trc is not well-defined, a different
approach must be used. The standard one is to impose the vanishing of the
fields at infinit¡ thereby transforming the problem into a boundary value one.

The solution of the field equations (4.lTT) is then

(¡c + *')FL: cooÂ

(nc+^')8"-a,s
EF|: B"

(lc + *\F': FL

which howeve¡ is incompatible with the equal-time commutation relations of
Eqs.(4.183). Thus, the canonical formulation must be abandoned..

using Eq.(D.zoz), one sees, from Eq.(4.1g1), that .4, obeys the free field
equation

aA" - o (D.268)

Taking into account Eqs.(4.199,4.199) and Eq.(D .267),one finds the solution is

(c.266b)

(C.266c)

(c.266d)

(C.266e)

.S:0 : ð. A

A,: AT
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where A! is given by Eq.(a.zos). euantization can now be carried out by
imposing the usual commutation relations.

This method leads to the same result as the usual quantization in the

Coulomb gauge. However, in order to avoid the trouble of the Coulomb gauge

in Yang-Mills theory' one can make the following observation. Except equal-

time commutators, all the equations for elliptic E c can be obtained from those

corresponding to hyperbolic tr c by an analytic continuation of the parameters.

Indeed, in the elliptic case, the equation kb :0 has no real solution, so that
6(kÐ: 0. This observation allows one to define the quantum theory for elliptic
! c as the analytic continuation from the region where the gauge parameters

define a hyperbolic operator to the region where they define an elliptic one.

In the Abelian case' one can also carry out the quantization by consider-

ing Eq.(D.267) as constraints and using Dirac brackets to get the equal-time
commutators. The details of this analysis are as follows. The Lagrangian is

while the canonical momenta are

rk:
ro:
7lg :

t: -ïr*Fu, - cþ,apsL, - lrs,

There are two primary constraints and the total Hamiltonian density is

H7 : 
Tnrnr - rhakAo +lrurrt

+ c¡,A"ôkS *;t, + ro.[, * M(trs I cooAv)
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0

-corA".

(D.270)

(D.27La)

(D.271b)

(D.27Lc)

(D.272)



where the Lagrangian multipliers .¿l and M are weakly equal to 06As and ðsS

respectively.

Using the usual Poisson brackets

{n1i¡(ø), óu)(v)},"=y": -6,6(x - y), (D.zTs)

one gets, by taking the Poisson brackets of the total Hamiltonian with the
primary constraints, the ¡elations

which determine the Lagrange multipliers Â and M anð. therefore stop the
search for additional constraints. We have however two external constraints
given by Eqs.(D.267).Imposing that ^9 ^, 

0 is time-independent leads to

ðrnr+CooM +C¡60ÈS xo
C*,7kA" - øS - Cor(n, - ArÆ) * i.Cs6 

^r 
o

while that of ô.A æ 0 imposes

L x ð¡Ak (D.276)

These equations thru determine the Lagrange multipliers. Imposing that such

determinations are compatible leads to the new constraints

7¡trk æ o (D.277a)
(c* + coùah Ao + caïhAt - co*rk + css}ÈA¡ x o (D.2Tzb)

M xO

(D.27aa)

(D.274b)

(D.275)
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which are to be treated as constraints in the usual way. However, because

Eq.(D.zZZ) is fairly complicated in general, we will now restrict ourselves to the
case

In this case, the second relation of Eq.(D.272) reduces to

ô¿A¡ x O

Ct,: tutfl,- dyprr 0 < a 1l,n: (1,O,0,0)

Now, time independence of the first relation in Eq.(D.ZTT)

while that of Eq.(D.ZZO) imposes

Aáe ev 0

where Â is the Laplacian. This then leads to the trivial solution

A,xâsAs=0¿A¡xO

If we now take into account the 6 second-class constraints, the non-vanishing
Dirac brackets are found to be

(Ar(,),trt(y)j,o=,,: 
þ-T] ó(x-v) (D.zBz)

which are of course the same as those obtained in the usual formulation of
the Coulomb gauge treated as a Class I gauge. One should note that for the
particular case of Eq.(D.2zg), the theory is o -independent for 0 < a ( 1.

(D.27e)

is trivially satisfied,

(D.278)

(D.280)

(D.281)
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